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Development Aid in Russia
Lessons from Siberia

Judith Marquand

With a foreword by Lord Patten of Barnes CH, Chancellor of the University of Oxford and former European Commissioner
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To my friends and colleagues in Tomsk and Omsk
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Foreword

Managing development aid to Russia as part of my responsibilities for European aid for the whole world was one of the most difficult of my jobs when I was a European Commissioner. Very unfairly, the Commission combined a reputation for being slow and bureaucratic, on the one hand, and insufficiently rigorous about proper control over its aid, on the other. Naturally, the louder the criticism of the effectiveness of our prudential controls, the more people called for them to be tightened – and therefore slowed down. So speeding up delivery of quality aid became ever more challenging.

Over five years, I think that we managed to enhance significantly our performance in delivering aid. But the task was never easy. In some respects the most difficult programmes to run were those that were not customarily aid beneficiaries. The Russian Federation was high on the list. It is particularly valuable to have a serious and thoughtful study of how part of this programme was managed and how it was combined with the efforts of the Member States of the EU. While there will presumably never again be a partner for the EU quite like Russia, this interesting book provides many useful lessons for future managers of aid programmes.

I wish I had been able to read Judith Marquand’s book before taking on responsibility for the programme which she describes so well!

Lord Patten of Barnes CH
Oxford, May 2008
In one sense, the work for this book started in 1991, with my intriguing first visit to Siberia. The serious drafting started in late 2005, at the end of the projects for which I was directly responsible. For my learning during the long period in between, I am enormously indebted to all those with whom I worked – to colleagues in Tomsk, Omsk and other parts of Siberia, and to my Western partners, drawn mainly from the universities of Brussels (ULB), Oxford, Sheffield and Utrecht.

For the book rather than the projects, my thanks go to all who have read it in whole or in part – to an anonymous reader; to Louis Williams, who cut an unnecessary 10,000 words from a near-final draft; to Tomila Lankina, who commented helpfully on the major part of that draft – and to all who have provided comments on particular chapters or helped me with missing information: Alexander Adam, Iulianna Best, Jo Boyce, Ralph Cobham, Larisa Deriglazova, Galina Erokhina, Simon Francis, Barbara Harriss-White, Sergey Kostarev, Olga Oleinikova, Alexander Revushkin, Stephen Rowland, Martin Westlake, Polina Zakotnova and Vassilii Zinoviev. I also thank the many people in Tomsk, Omsk, Moscow, Brussels and London who generously gave me interviews.

I am grateful to many seminar organisers. In Oxford I presented no fewer than three different chapters at David Johnson’s Comparative Education seminars, and gave one paper at Elizabeth Fisher's seminar on Environmental Law, Cinnamon Carlane’s seminar at the Centre for Socio-Legal Studies and a research seminar arranged by Barbara Harriss-White in the Department of Development Studies. There were presentations at two successive conferences on sustainable development organised by Joost Platje at the University of Opole, one presentation arranged by Larisa Deriglazova and Anselm Skuhra at the University of Salzburg, one at Tomsk State University arranged by Sergey Yun and one at Southern Federal University at Rostov-on-Don arranged by Oksana Chigisheva. All of these helped me to put my ideas into presentable form.

Special thanks go to Lilia Ovchinnikova and German Zav’yalov for arranging for me to visit German’s studio in Tomsk to select the cover picture; to Dick and Irene Leonard for providing a home away from home in Brussels; to the librarians at the Social Science Library and the
Law Library at the University of Oxford, particularly Margaret Watson for her help in finding elusive European Commission documents; and to Olivia Middleton and Palgrave team at Macmillan for seeing the manuscript through to publication. My biggest thanks of all go to my husband, David, for his patient support in helping the whole book to take shape and for his unfailingly acute comments on endless drafts, chapter by chapter.

I am grateful to the following for permission to quote from copyright material: Atlantic Books Ltd for an extract from John Dunn, Setting the People Free: The Story of Democracy, p. 179; Yale University Press for extracts from Alexander Yakovlev, The Fate of Marxism in Russia, pp. 208, 218–19, 222–3 and New York Review of Books for an extract from Charles Taylor’s article, p. 8, issue of April 26, copyright 2007 NYREV, Inc.

The publishers wish to state that they have made every effort to contact the copyright holders, but if any have been overlooked, the publishers will be pleased to make the necessary arrangements at the first opportunity.
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